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The comedian, actor, television host, podcast king, and New York Times best-selling author of
President Me, Not Taco Bell Material, and In Fifty Years We'll All Be Chicks now lays down the
law on the plight of the modern parent.Parents, do you often think that if your kids had to grow up
the way you did - without iPads, 70-inch flatscreen TVs, American Girl dolls, and Wi-Fi in the
climate-controlled minivan - they might actually be better off? Do you feel underappreciated or
ignored? Do you worry you're raising a bunch of spoiled softies who will never know how to do
anything themselves - because you do everything for them? If you answered yes to any of these
questions, you need Daddy, Stop Talking.Adam rips parenthood a new one, telling it straight
about what adults must do if they don't want to have to support their kids forever. Using his own
crappy childhood as a cautionary tale, and touting the pitfalls of the kind of helicopter parenting
so pervasive today, Daddy, Stop Talking is the only parenting book you should ever read. Here,
too, is sage advice to Adam's own kids - and to future parents - on what matters most: dating;
drinking and drugs; buying your first house and car; puberty; and what kind of assholes his kids
(and yours) should avoid becoming. Even if his own son and daughter pretty much ignore
everything he says, you shouldn't. And you're welcome. Again.

About the AuthorJeremy Yudkin was born in England and educated in England and the United
States. He received his BA and MA in Classical and Modern Languages from Cambridge
University and his PhD in Historical Musicology from Stanford University. He has taught at San
Francisco State University, the École Normale Supérieure in Paris, Harvard University, Oxford
University, and (since 1982) at Boston University, where he is Professor of Music and associated
faculty of the Department of Judaic Studies and the Center for African American Studies. From
2006 to 2010 he also served as visiting professor of music at Oxford University. A recipient of
fellowships from the National Endowment for the Humanities, Boston University’s Society of
Fellows, the Camargo Foundation, and the Marion and Jasper Whiting Foundation, he has
written articles for the Journal of the American Musicological Society, the Journal of Musicology,
the Musical Quarterly, Musica Disciplina, American Music, and Music and Letters, and
contributed to several volumes of essays. His research specialties include the Middle Ages,
early Beethoven, jazz, and the music of the Beatles. A noted lecturer, Professor Yudkin has
given talks and presented papers across the United States and in Europe and Russia. He is the
author of eight books on various aspects of music and music history, including Music in
Medieval Europe (1989), The Lenox School of Jazz (2006), and Miles Davis: Miles Smiles and
the Invention of Post Bop (2008).
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Ratgirl, “Irreverent and hilarious.. Adam is awesome”

Ebook Library Reader, “Decent book from Adam Carolla. I've read all of Mr. Carolla's books so
far and they are interesting and humorous. Each book has included funny stories and heartfelt
moments, and they seem authentic as well. I'd consider this book excellent on its own, but
having read the author's previous books, several vignettes are alluded to and/or outright
repeated, so I wasn't as enthused upon completing this current title. I think Carolla is on track in
most of his parental advice, particularly his emphasis on hard work. Some of the chapters are
unusual, of an adult nature, and for me did not enhance the reading experience. Carolla's views
are unique enough that while I don't agree with some of his conclusions, he is clearly a thinker
who sets goals, has experienced ups and downs, and has navigated a difficult industry
successfully. This is a worthwhile read for fans of the author, and anyone who's interested in
some funny life stories with a message attached, namely how working hard and caring about
your family are the two most important things in life, from the author's perspective. Carolla is an
atheist, so one of his key points is to live purposefully every day, and always do your best,
because in his opinion life is short and ends at death. So while his advice makes sense, it may
not hit everyone the right way, but his approach is lighthearted enough that I don't think it will
challenge anyone's current faith. Mr. Carolla articulates his point of view in a way which is
generally respectful of others' beliefs, although he pokes fun at different ethnicities routinely. His
style is somewhat like the legendary Don Rickels in this respect, although Carolla comes across
as more well meaning and less mean. This book is not for everyone but I think it would be a fun
read for most Gen Xers. That's sort of where Carolla's humor lines up in my opinion.”

Glen, “Very funny, but last chapter slightly off-putting. Adam Carolla is a funny guy and puts out
funny books. I really enjoyed Not Taco Bell Material, In 50 Years We'll All be Chicks less so (still
had some good laughs). This book truly made me laugh - and I don't even have kids. The one
chapter I did not like was the chapter on success at the end. I realize the premise was telling his
daughter that if she wants the luxury life, she cannot choose a regular job, but it came off really
unfunny and unsympathetic. Judge the speakers at parent's day at school by what kind of car
they drive. If you are a teacher or a fireman living in a condo in Sherman Oaks and driving a
Jetta, you are a loser. But if you are some hedge fund manager doing no good for the world but
driving a Bentley, you are good. Also, let's Go ask the old guy at Home Depot or Walmart what
horrible decisions he made in life to end up there. Not cool and not funny. gHe then contradicts
that by telling them to love what they do and not get caught up in material things. You cannot
have it both ways.Yes, we get it, you grew up poor and worked hard and got a lucky break that
you made yourself by driving down to the radio studio and offering to train Jimmy Kimmel. You
are naturally funny and sharp - not everyone is so lucky - but since you hit it big, everyone who



doesn't is a loser.I know it is just a silly book, and I am obviously a fan and enjoyed most of it, but
this part was just off-putting and almost ruined the whole book for me.”

dancingaddict, “Totally funny book. Adam Carolla writes his usual, dark humored expose of life
in L. A. He had me laughing out loud. I love that his books are fast to read and never boring.”

Big Boz Fan, “Daddy, Keep Writing!. I am a Carolla fan. I buy all his books because I enjoy them
and to in a small way repay him for all the hours of entertainment I've received from his podcasts.
However, I did not expect to enjoy this book. I had the preconceived notion that this book would
be a rehash of much that was contained in his earlier books. I assumed that by now Adam's (and
Mike's) well must have run dry. Man, was I wrong! Adam has brought his unique ranting style to
the subject of parenting, and it works. Within a few pages, I realized that Adam's ranting style
could be applied to most any subject and the result would be entertaining. I now don't think that
Adam's well should ever run dry. Adam is interested in and has strong opinions on a wide range
of subjects. All he needs to do his apply his unique style to any one of those subjects, and he'll
have a book I would want to read. Adam, definitely keep writing.”

CJ, “Just read. Old but still funny I like the matter of fact way Adam writes. Have been of Adam
from LoveLine days if that helps.  Have a great funny day”

FordAnglia, “The Audiobook contains WAY more than just Adam reading his book!. If you've
already bought the printed copy of this book, do yourself a favor and get the audio version. It's
full of so MANY extra rants & tangents, it's like having brand new chapters! Adam even brings
his kids into the recording studio to illustrate some of the points in the book. Plus, since Adam is
the narrator, you get all the pent-up emotion behind the words. If you're a fan of his podcast,
you'll like it :)”

Bill, “Ace hits it!. As usual, Adam has said clearly what we all want to say, but are stopped by BS
political correctness that has ruined clear thought and speech in society today. Ace, you keep
hitting the nail on the head. Keep writing. Waiting for your next book. BUT, how about a low-
cost Audible version if a person buys the Kindle version, too. I'd love to hear your pearls of
wisdom while driving and snorking my morning coffee.  Miss the Man Show....  An OF.”

Gavin, “Five Stars. As a Brit, Carolla even had me laughing at the American cultural references I
didn't get.”

Dhruv Menon, “Typical Carolla! Witty, insightful and irreverent. Another Carolla special. Very
satisfying. While he couches his message in his usual irreverent style, it goes deep and should
be heeded.”



Doverboy, “Good book. Good service. Good book . Good service.”

Michael Frenken, “Excellent and very funny. Excellent. Very funny. If you like Adam Carolla and if
you liked his other books you will love this one too”

The book by E. L. Lancaster has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 316 people have provided feedback.
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